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Do you get up whenever you feel like it, or get up just in time to get dressed and out the door just in time for work?

I used to get up right before I had to go to work. I didn’t have time to do anything in the morning, but get dressed for work.

The problem is I felt rushed in the mornings, and the things I wanted to do in the morning like exercise, I just didn’t have time to do.

The other problem that I faced was that I did try to do some stuff after work, like exercise, but it didn’t last because the last thing that I wanted to do after work was gobble
down my dinner and head to the gym.

What you do every morning determines what kind of day you will have



I could exercise.
I could read the Bible, and pray.

I could make goals for the day, and make a schedule.
I could journal.

I could make the bed and clean the kitchen from breakfast. 

The first thing that i began to do was write down the benefits of getting
up earlier, and what i would like to accomplish during that time

I would have more time.
I could do the things that I wanted to do in the morning.

I wouldn’t feel so rushed.

Benefits of getting up earlier What I wanted to accomplsh in the morning



I made my goal to get up by 5am to accomplish my first (5)’s in the morning.

My original time of getting up was about 7-
7:30am, so I gradually decreased the time to get
up by 30 minute increments.

I then wrote out how I was to accomplish getting up at
5am.

I took the large goal of getting up at 5am and
made it more manageable .

I first wrote down my goals that I wanted to get
accomplished in the morning.



BE PATIENT AS YOU ARE INCORPORATING NEW HABITS. IT TYPICALLY TAKES BETWEEN 21-30 DAYS TO
FORM NEW HABITS. 

Making changes is not easy, make sure to use small rewards to
motivate you to keep going to accomplish your goals.. 

reward Yourself

Until your new , desired behaviors become second nature to you, it may
take you longer to get here than the typically 21-30 days. 

New habits may take longe that 21-30 days to
form

Not everyday will go the way you may have wanted. Brush it
off, give yourself grace, and try again the next day.

Don’t give up if you have an “off day”



What are first (5)’s that i do every morning?

Have a hot cup of coffee and pray.
Read the Bible, do gratitude journal, and/or be still in the presence of God.
Run on M, W, & F. Walk on Tues, Thurs, & Sat.
Drink my fresh fruit & veggie smoothie, take my vitamins, and eat yogurt with berries and granola, eggs, or toast with
peanut butter.
Make the bed and clean the kitchen from breakfast.

Monday-Friday (workweek) for me is the same, and the weekend I allow myself to sleep in an
hour, take more time praying, spending time with God, and no exercise on Sundays.



I didn’t have scrolling on social media, checking my emails, or watching/reading the news.

What I have as my first (5)’s will set me up to be more successfully spiritually, physically, and mentally.
Ensuring your first (5)’s in the morning means you are getting the things that you want accomplished, as well
as weeding out the things that would take away from you acccomplishing your first (5)’s in the morning. 

Notice what i did’t have as my first (5) in the morning:



Now it’s your turn

Do you want to get more of the things you want to
accomplish in the morning?

What do you want your first (5)’s to be?
How will you accomplish doing your first (5)’s in the morning?

Write it down! Now see yourself being able to accomplish your first (5)’s.



Need to take this a step further? I am available for life
coaching. 

www.stephaniereck.com/book online

Subscribe to my Youtube channel @Stephaniereckcoaching
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